MN GOP Gov candidate bobagain
asks CD 1 GOP Convention to
support his “right to participate”;
Convention expels & threatens to
arrest State GOP party employee
who was not staying neutral –
bobagain’s CD 1 campaign is launching weekly
Video & Zoom series
Contact: votebobagain@gmail.com, visit www.votebobagain.com; phone: (612) 812-4867
A .pdf version of this News Release with a picture and graphics is attached
Minneapolis, MN, 4/25/22 – Minnesota Republican “Candidate-Journalist” Bob “Again” Carney Jr. (“bobagain”) called
on Delegates Saturday at the Mankato Minnesota First Congressional District Republican Convention to support his call
for the State GOP to provide him e-mail addresses to Delegates to this year’s Minnesota State Republican Convention.
As the video link shows, (39 seconds in on timeline) bobagain said:
“I believe that I’ve been cancelled to some degree
by the party because of my issues with Trump,
which you know about – I’m not going to go into
that right now. But here’s my request: I want to
be able to get e-mail addresses of all Delegates to
the State Convention and I want you to support
me on this. I want you to have the right… the
opportunity… to ignore my e-mails… or read them.
Read my book.”
Bobagain displayed a paperback copy of I Governor
of Minnesota, to the Convention – his campaign
ideography. I Governor of Minnesota is now available on
Amazon in both paperback and Kindle e-book formats. The Kindle e-book will be made available as a free download
weekly, starting this Friday, and continuing once a week until the State Convention.
In addition to explaining his strong opposition to Trump, I Governor of Minnesota presents bobagain’s “Global
Thermostat” invention – currently being examined by the U.S. Patent office. During his allotted two minutes bobagain
explained the invention to the Convention briefly. The invention is a both a way to generate all the low-cost solar
electricity humankind can use, and also, in the process of providing that solar energy, controlling the temperature of the
planet, up or down, within a range sufficient to stop global warming. If ever needed (a possible new ice age?) the
invention can also be practiced in a way that could raise the temperature of the planet by several degrees (or more, over
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time, should that ever be needed.) As bobagain told the Convention, this for-profit technological solution “can be done
without any involvement by Government.” Chapter 6 explains bobagain’s Global Thermostat invention in detail.
The book also outlines a “Just-In-Time Energy” plan for the transportation sector. In addition to current Internal
Combustion Engine (“ICE”) vehicles, the system can provide “Just In Time” units of energy – either as hydrogen gas, or
battery storage – supporting both hydrogen gas ICE vehicles and Electric Vehicles. Hydrogen gas ICE vehicles are zero
emission – only water is left after the hydrogen gas explodes in the engine cylinders. The system can also capture
Carbon Dioxide from conventional fossil fuel-powered ICE vehicles; the C02 can be reprocessed using a combination of
heat and electricity (both can be provided abundantly by bobagain’s Global Thermostat invention) – resulting in
synthetic liquid fuel that can be poured into a conventional ICE vehicle’s gas tank. In this way, current ICE vehicles
become zero-emission vehicles, and fossil fuel becomes a renewable resource because it is recycled. As bobagain’s book
explains, this can also be done without any involvement by government.
As bobagain arrived at the Convention and approached the Chair to request permission to speak, the Chair was
telling a State Republican party employee to stop videotaping the event, because that was being done selectively, rather
than in a way that would be neutral to all candidates. The Convention Chair ejected the State Party employee from the
Convention hall. The Chair announced to the Convention he had done that, and had told the State Party employee that
if he attempted to reenter the Convention he would be arrested.
“On two occasions in 2018 Republican Convention Sergeants-at-Arms have either escorted me from a Convention
or prevented me from entering a Convention – I believe both occasions were prompted by the Party’s decision to
discriminate against Republicans who had objections to then-President Donald Trump. Republicans have in the past not
hesitated to express their views about my opinions regarding President Trump. But I am strongly encouraged by the
First CD Republican Party’s determination to treat me equally as a candidate, without regard to whatever my opinion
might be on a particular issue,” bobagain said.
Because the Convention was considering endorsement only for the full term of their U.S. Representative
commencing in January of 2023, bobagain, who is only a CD1 Republican for the special election to complete the late
Congressman Jim Hagedorn’s term, did not speak to the Convention in his capacity as a Congressional candidate.
However, between now and the May 24th 1st CD Republican special primary election, bobagain plans to concentrate on
that race, and on his plan to prevent Trump from ever being on the ballot for President again.
<end>
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